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2. ERAGATIVE MARKED2. ERAGATIVE MARKED
NOMINATIVE SYSTEMSNOMINATIVE SYSTEMS



�� Eastern Sudanic consists of three subbranches:Eastern Sudanic consists of three subbranches:

�� Northern Eastern Sudanic (Nubian, Taman, Nara,Northern Eastern Sudanic (Nubian, Taman, Nara,
Nyimang plus Afitti, Meroitic)Nyimang plus Afitti, Meroitic)

�� Central Eastern Sudanic (almost extinct; oneCentral Eastern Sudanic (almost extinct; one
language left: Gaam (no case, verb morphologylanguage left: Gaam (no case, verb morphology
instead)instead)

�� Southern Eastern Sudanic (Daju, Temein plusSouthern Eastern Sudanic (Daju, Temein plus
Keiga Jirru no case, verb morphology instead;Keiga Jirru no case, verb morphology instead;
Nilotic and Surmic)Nilotic and Surmic)















�� Drifting away from the DOMDrifting away from the DOM--system and,system and,
more generally, dependent marking at themore generally, dependent marking at the
clausal levelclausal level

�� Development of head marking on the verbDevelopment of head marking on the verb

�� Development of Ergative and MarkedDevelopment of Ergative and Marked
Nominative systems for postnominalNominative systems for postnominal
subjectssubjects





Source:Source:

Randal, Scott. 1998. A grammaticalRandal, Scott. 1998. A grammatical
sketch of Tennet. In Gerrit J.sketch of Tennet. In Gerrit J.
Dimmendaal and Marco Last (eds.),Dimmendaal and Marco Last (eds.),
Surmic Languages and CulturesSurmic Languages and Cultures, p. 219, p. 219--
272. Cologne: R272. Cologne: Rüüdiger Kdiger Kööppe.ppe.



Some basic properties:Some basic properties:

�� Essentially verbEssentially verb--initialinitial

�� Reduced case marking (compared toReduced case marking (compared to
Northern Eastern Sudanic languages;Northern Eastern Sudanic languages;
Marked Nominative/Ergative,Marked Nominative/Ergative,
Absolutive)Absolutive)

�� Peripheral case marking restricted toPeripheral case marking restricted to
Oblique case markingOblique case marking



�� CrossCross--reference marking on the verb (S,reference marking on the verb (S,
A, O)A, O)

�� Main clause: Marked NominativeMain clause: Marked Nominative
(for postverbal S, A)(for postverbal S, A)

�� Absolutive (Accusative) formallyAbsolutive (Accusative) formally
markedmarked



�� --��//--i used with proper names occurring asi used with proper names occurring as
postverbal S, Apostverbal S, A

�� --�� // --e used with other types of postverbal Ae used with other types of postverbal A
and Sand S

�� Dependent clause: ErgativeDependent clause: Ergative--AbsolutiveAbsolutive





Tennet (Surmic, Eastern Sudanic,Tennet (Surmic, Eastern Sudanic,
NiloNilo--Saharan)Saharan)















�� The cognitive status of the referent(s) in the discourse must beThe cognitive status of the referent(s) in the discourse must be
active (in the sense of Chafe 1987) when head marking on theactive (in the sense of Chafe 1987) when head marking on the
verb occurs by way of suffixation (instead of a peripheralverb occurs by way of suffixation (instead of a peripheral--
marking strategy with Oblique case; i.e. it is the current focusmarking strategy with Oblique case; i.e. it is the current focus ofof
consciousness), accessible (i.e. it is textually, situationallyconsciousness), accessible (i.e. it is textually, situationally oror
inferentially available) or inactive (involving the hearerinferentially available) or inactive (involving the hearer’’s longs long--
term memory)term memory)
The peripheral strategy (with case marking) occurs for phrasesThe peripheral strategy (with case marking) occurs for phrases
whose cognitive status in the discourse is not active.whose cognitive status in the discourse is not active.

Chafe, Wallace L. 1987. Cognitive constraints on informationChafe, Wallace L. 1987. Cognitive constraints on information
flow. In Russell S. Tomlin (ed.),flow. In Russell S. Tomlin (ed.), Coherence and Grounding inCoherence and Grounding in
DiscourseDiscourse, pp. 21, pp. 21--52. Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John52. Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John
Benjamins.Benjamins.





PPääri (Nilotic, Eastern Sudanic, Nilori (Nilotic, Eastern Sudanic, Nilo--
Saharan)Saharan)

Source:Source:

Andersen, Torben. 1988.Andersen, Torben. 1988. ““Ergativity in PErgativity in Pääri, ari, a
Nilotic OVS languageNilotic OVS language””.. LinguaLingua 75:28975:289--324.324.

�� Some basic properties:Some basic properties:

�� OVA and SVOVA and SV



�� Only postverbal A is inflected for case; preverbal AOnly postverbal A is inflected for case; preverbal A
(as well as S) or O (regardless of its position) is not(as well as S) or O (regardless of its position) is not
inflected for case; hence: Absolutive marking forinflected for case; hence: Absolutive marking for
these positions and functionsthese positions and functions

�� ErgativeErgative--Absolutive distinction (no peripheral caseAbsolutive distinction (no peripheral case
marking left)marking left)

�� Head marking on the verb (as an alternative toHead marking on the verb (as an alternative to
expression by way of adpositional phrases)expression by way of adpositional phrases)



�� CrossCross--reference marking on the verbreference marking on the verb
(S, A)(S, A)

�� Main clause: Marked NominativeMain clause: Marked Nominative
(for postverbal S, A)(for postverbal S, A)

�� Postverbal (but not preverbal A, or S for thatPostverbal (but not preverbal A, or S for that
matter) marked for case; hence (split)matter) marked for case; hence (split)
ergativityergativity

�� No peripheral case markingNo peripheral case marking



�� --��//--I andI and --�� // --e as Ergative case markerse as Ergative case markers
(distribution is phonologically conditioned)(distribution is phonologically conditioned)

�� Ergative case also expressed by way of tonalErgative case also expressed by way of tonal
inflection (phonologically conditioned). Thisinflection (phonologically conditioned). This
is the common pattern elsewhere in Niloticis the common pattern elsewhere in Nilotic
(with the exception of Anywa, which is(with the exception of Anywa, which is
closely related to Pclosely related to Pääri).ri).









AnywaAnywa

Source:Source:

Reh, Mechthild.Reh, Mechthild. 1996.1996. Anywa Language:Anywa Language:
Description and Internal ReconstructionsDescription and Internal Reconstructions. Cologne:. Cologne:
RRüüdiger Kdiger Kööppe.ppe.





�� Note that Reh (1996) treats the postverbal ANote that Reh (1996) treats the postverbal A--
marker as a definiteness marker, rather thanmarker as a definiteness marker, rather than
an ergative case marker. This analysis seemsan ergative case marker. This analysis seems
unwarranted, because the same definitenessunwarranted, because the same definiteness
marker should also occur on S or Omarker should also occur on S or O –– but itbut it
does not. Moreover, why is it impossible todoes not. Moreover, why is it impossible to
use theuse the ““definitenessdefiniteness”” marker for preverbalmarker for preverbal
A? Also, historically, this is not the NiloticA? Also, historically, this is not the Nilotic
definiteness marker.definiteness marker.



�� Extensive investigation of texts with respectExtensive investigation of texts with respect
to frequency of constituent order andto frequency of constituent order and
corresponding morphosyntactic strategies.corresponding morphosyntactic strategies.



Dinka (Western Nilotic, EasternDinka (Western Nilotic, Eastern
Sudanic, NiloSudanic, Nilo--Saharan)Saharan)

Source:Source:
Andersen, Torben. 1991. Subject and topic inAndersen, Torben. 1991. Subject and topic in
Dinka.Dinka. Studies in LanguageStudies in Language 15(2): 26515(2): 265--294.294.

�� Topic first language (verbTopic first language (verb--initial or verbinitial or verb--
second)second)

�� Postverbal S and A (both inflected for case):Postverbal S and A (both inflected for case):
Marked NominativeMarked Nominative



�� Head marking on the verb, but Dinka stillHead marking on the verb, but Dinka still
has some Locative case marking lefthas some Locative case marking left

�� ••CrossCross--reference marking on the verb (S, A)reference marking on the verb (S, A)













�� PPääri, Anywa and Dinka all belong to Westernri, Anywa and Dinka all belong to Western
Nilotic. In some Eastern and Southern NiloticNilotic. In some Eastern and Southern Nilotic
languages, head marking on the verb has beenlanguages, head marking on the verb has been
taken to an extreme. Compare Nandi (Southerntaken to an extreme. Compare Nandi (Southern
Nilotic):Nilotic):

kiki��i.ki.kää��tt--cici��ineine��ecieci��nn--ää��äänene��ee��uu��unun
lala��akwakwEEEEtt

INF.greetINF.greet--DAT:DATDAT:DAT--VEN:VENVEN:VEN child:ABSchild:ABS
‘‘to pass greetings for the child to him/her asto pass greetings for the child to him/her as
one moves towards the speakerone moves towards the speaker’’



�� Loss of case in Nilotic (or Surmic)Loss of case in Nilotic (or Surmic)
languages once postverbal S or A aslanguages once postverbal S or A as
constituent order is lost. SVO (< *OVS,constituent order is lost. SVO (< *OVS,
*VSO/*VOS) is generalized, as in Luo*VSO/*VOS) is generalized, as in Luo
(Western Nilotic), Bari (Eastern Nilotic) etc.(Western Nilotic), Bari (Eastern Nilotic) etc.



Some preliminary conclusionsSome preliminary conclusions

�� Changes in caseChanges in case--marking strategies revolve aroundmarking strategies revolve around
the conceptualization of definiteness and animacythe conceptualization of definiteness and animacy
roles, but also the thetic/categorical distinction, asroles, but also the thetic/categorical distinction, as
shown by the DOM systemshown by the DOM system

�� Gradual shift within the Eastern Sudanic branchGradual shift within the Eastern Sudanic branch
from dependentfrom dependent--marking systems towards headmarking systems towards head--
marking systems at the clausal levelmarking systems at the clausal level (also for(also for
peripheral semantic roles)peripheral semantic roles)



�� The universally rare Marked NominativeThe universally rare Marked Nominative
(Nominative(Nominative--Absolutive) system probablyAbsolutive) system probably
goes back to an earlier Ergativegoes back to an earlier Ergative--AbsolutiveAbsolutive
systemsystem

�� Extending DixonExtending Dixon’’s typology: Nominatives typology: Nominative--
Absolutive as a transitionAbsolutive as a transition
Dixon, R. M. W. 1994.Dixon, R. M. W. 1994. Ergativity.Ergativity. Cambridge:Cambridge:
Cambridge University PressCambridge University Press



Nominative-
Accusative

Nominative-
Absolutive

Ergative-
Absolutive

The missing link for Dixon‘s dichotomy between Nominative-Accusative and Ergative-
Absolutive (extending the typology):



�� Marked nominative (NominativeMarked nominative (Nominative--
Absolutive) systems are also found in, forAbsolutive) systems are also found in, for
example, Omotic (Afroasiatic) languages,example, Omotic (Afroasiatic) languages,
e.g. Benchnon. Compare:e.g. Benchnon. Compare:

�� Rapold, Christian J. 2006.Rapold, Christian J. 2006. Towards aTowards a
Grammar of BenchnonGrammar of Benchnon. PhD dissertation,. PhD dissertation,
Leiden University.Leiden University.



�� But given the fact that Marked NominativeBut given the fact that Marked Nominative
in Niloin Nilo--Saharan is associated withSaharan is associated with
postverbal A and S, whereas Omoticpostverbal A and S, whereas Omotic
languages like Benchnon are verblanguages like Benchnon are verb--final, andfinal, and
given lack of areal contact or influencegiven lack of areal contact or influence
otherwise, this constellation probably is dueotherwise, this constellation probably is due
to independent developments. But:to independent developments. But:

Why is ergativity so rare and unstable inWhy is ergativity so rare and unstable in
northeastern Africa!?northeastern Africa!?


